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Introduction
In 2010 the York County Board of Commissioners approved the York County Planning Commission to
prepare a 10-Year County Bridge Plan.
The purpose of the plan is to guide the York County Board of Commissioners in the immediate and long
term funding decisions.
Over the past nine years, the plan has guided the County Bridge Engineer in selecting priority bridges for
yearly maintenance and bridge replacements, as well as being a guiding force when developing the
yearly York County Bridge Program budget. As a testament, the County has increased funding for
maintenance and adopted the $5 Fee for Local Use based upon shortfall projections within the plan.
In this update several items have been added to the plan. We will address the new Priority Order for
County bridges, the $5 Local Use Fee, Non-Composite Adjacent Pre-stress Concrete Box Beam Bridges,
and Transportation Connectivity Studies. In addition, the Priority Group of Bridges Based on Road
Network has been modified.

Priority group of Bridges Based on Road Network
As stated above, the purpose of this plan is to inform and guide the County Commissioners in funding
decisions for the County owned bridges. Criteria were established to prioritize the 93 County bridges
based on mobility with regards to the County’s roadway network.
When we completed the first County Bridge Plan in 2010 the financial outlook was bleak. Given
additional funding from Act 89 and lesson learned from implementing this plan over the last 8 years, we
decided to reevaluate the priority groups. We added bridges that have a functional classification of
minor arterial or higher to Group A. Group C bridges that were rebuilt in the last 20 years are now in
Group B. Group C bridges has not changed. Group D will not change unless a Closure Study
recommends a bridge for closure.
The following are the four groups that all County bridges fit into and how we prioritize them with
regards to maintenance and replacement of bridges within each group.
Group A:
•

•

Vital Bridges to the Network – these bridges were selected based on ADT, Functional
Classification, PA Travel Route, PA Truck Route, I-83 Detour Route and Impact to Emergency
Services.
All recommendations for maintenance and/or bridge replacement from the Bridge Management
System (BMS) Inspection Reports will be completed except when postponed at the discretion of
the County Bridge Engineer.

•

Priority order of bridges within the group will be determined by an Engineering and Planning
judgment.

#15 Woodbine Rd - #76 N Beaver St - #77 W Philadelphia St - #79 W King St - #80 W Princess St - #81
W College Ave - #82 S Penn St - #83 King’s Mill Rd - #114 Valley St - #116 Water St - #188
Susquehanna Tr - #200 – Valley Green Rd - #345 Gettysburg Rd
Group B:
•

•
•

•

Bridges with an ADT over 1000 were automatically placed in this group. In addition, BMS Detour
Length was used in conjunction with ADT. The higher the ADT the lower allowable detour. Parcel
data was used as well to determine if the ADT was coming from direct access from the parcels
on the bridge’s roadway or if the roadway is being used as a connection between two points.
In an effort to protect the investment of bridges that have been replaced since 1998, any
previous bridges in the C Group that had a major investment now will be in the B Group.
Maintenance of Group B bridges will be addressed after 100% of the bridge inspection report
recommendations that are feasible and/or affect the structural integrity of Group A bridges
have been addressed.
Priority order of bridges within the group will be determined by an Engineering and Planning
judgment.

#29 Norris Rd - #31 Muddy Creek Rd - #32 Muddy Creek Rd - #34 Wheat Rd - #36 Grove Mill Rd - #61
N Boundary Ave - #64 Bairs Mill Rd - #69 Valley Acres Rd - #71 Eberts Ln - #95 Log Rd - #100 Graydon
Rd - #104 Hrebik Rd - #105 Stewartstown Rd - #106 Five Forks Rd - #107 Valley Rd - #122 Maple St #133 Martin Rd - #143 Brown Rd - #149 Pentland Rd - #150 Pentland Rd - #156 Jacobs Mill Rd - #157
Jacobs Mill Rd - #158 Beaver Creek Rd - #165 Conewago Rd - #177 Baker Rd - #180 Cardinal Rd #181 Poplars Rd - #187 Mill Creek Rd - #193 Bowers Bridge Rd - #202 Red Mill Rd - #208 Boring
Bridge Rd - #209 Bull Rd - #212 squire Gratz Rd - #213 Lisburn Rd - #214 Kunkle Mill Rd - #221
Bermudian Church Rd - #226 Hull Dr - #231 Milford Green Rd - #233 Bentz Mill Rd - #235 Cabin
Hollow Rd - #236 Ridge Rd - #244 N Grantham Rd - #247 N Grantham Rd - #248 Gilbert Rd - #257
Sheepford Rd - #258 Slatehill Rd - #260 Greenlane Rd - #270 Pleasant Acres Rd * - #271 Cabin Creek #273 Chestnut Grove Rd - #274 Singer Rd - #275 Beacon Hill Rd
Group C:
•
•

•

*

These bridges are the lowest priority of County bridges. They either have short detour, low ADT
and serve few parcels.
All bridges in Group C will be offered for turn-back to the municipality. The exception is a bridge
that joins two municipalities. These will likely not be considered because of the complexity of
joint ownership regarding agreements for funding by two different entities. Municipalities were
made aware if they had a Group C bridge and that these bridges are a low priority for the
County.
Maintenance of Group C bridges will be addressed after 100% of the bridge inspection report
recommendations that are/or impact the structural integrity of Group A and Group B bridges
have been addressed. However, Group C bridges that have a Critical and/or High Priority in the

See Special Plans Section.

bridge inspection reports, as per PennDOT guidelines, should be considered even if the 100% is
not completed for Group B bridges. Group A bridges will still require the 100% completion. This
will be done with concurrence between the County Bridge Engineer and the York County
Planning Commission. (PennDOT has specific timeframes for addressing certain maintenance items if during an inspection a
deficiency is coded Critical this must be addressed within seven days and a High Priority must be addressed within six months. If
these deadlines are not met, then the bridge must be closed according to PennDOT.)

•

Priority order of bridges within the group will be determined by an Engineering and Planning
judgement.

#6 River Rd - #24 Garvine Mill Rd - #28 Kennedy Rd - #41 Cross Mill Rd - #42 Union Church Rd - #43
Fulton School Rd - #45 Beaver St - #53 Fishing Creek Rd * - #55 Forge Hill Rd - #56 Meisenhelder Rd #65 Strickler School Rd - #67 Hill View Rd - #89 Twin Arch Rd - #98 Stine Hill Rd - #101 Blymire
Hollow Rd - #121 Grainery Rd - #123 Seitzville Rd - #131 Sunnyside Rd – #166 School House Rd #201 Eden Dr - #227 Shippensburg Rd - #237 Lost Hollow Rd - #238 Franklintown Rd - # 253
McCormick Rd - #272 Dorsey’s Ln
Group D:
•

•

•

The following factors, ADT, detour length, historical significance, posted bridge, environmental
enhancement, roadway flooding, number of access points (this was used for the purpose of
determining local or regional traffic as well as the number of parcels on a cul-de-sac if bridge is
closed). In addition, time studies are performed for the purpose of measuring emergency
response time if the bridge no longer existed.
No maintenance using contract forces will be done. These bridges are slated for closure.
Consideration will be given to doing maintenance that can be performed with County-employed
forces as well as obstructions in the stream that could cause flooding and/or structural issues.
Regardless of the status of Group A, B, and C, these bridges will not have major
capital/maintenance investments.
Bridges can be added to this group after Transportation and Connectivity Study and Closure and
Removal recommend closure.

#160 Lake Rd - #160A Lake Rd - #249 Bishop Rd*
•

*

To date #128 Joseph Rd, #142 Hayrick Rd and #46 Eichelberger Rd have been closed and
removed from the County inventory.

See Special Plans Section.

Joint Owned County Bridges
York/Cumberland
York County jointly owns nine bridges with Cumberland County. York County takes the lead on
five of these bridges and Cumberland County has the lead on the other four bridges. An
agreement between both counties for the management responsibilities of these bridges is
detailed in the official agreement and can be found in the appendix of this plan. York and
Cumberland Counties have agreed to meet on an annual basis to discuss the priority of the
shared bridges and what actions if any are needed for future funding years. The following
bridges have had noteworthy decisions made about the future of the bridge:
#247 North Grantham Road Bridge (York Lead) BMS #66721909123247 – This bridge is currently
on the YAMPO 2019 TIP to start PE in 2019.
#248 Gilbert Road Bridge (York Lead) BMS #66721908923248 – This bridge was built in 2008.
#249 Bishop Road Bridge (Cumberland Lead) BMS #21710406123809 – A decision to close this
bridge was officially made by both Board of Commissioners. Resolution and Closure & Removal
Study is in the appendix of this plan.
#253 McCormick Road Bridge (Cumberland Lead) BMS #21710406263807 – No project is
planned; however, a Transportation Connectivity Study should be considered by both Counties.
#257 Sheepford Road Bridge (York Lead) BMS #66720809683257 – Both Counties have agreed
to complete a Closure and Removal Study.
#258 Slate Hill Road Bridge (York Lead) BMS #66720809553258 – Both Counties have agreed to
preserve this bridge and continue to perform rehabilitation until such time that a rehabilitation
would cause a determinate to its historic eligibility.
#260 Green Lane Drive Bridge (Cumberland Lead) BMS #21710206483802 – Both Counties have
agreed to preserve this bridge and continue to perform rehabilitation until such time that a
rehabilitation would cause a determinate to its historic eligibility.
#275 Beacon Hill Road (Cumberland Lead) BMS #21710230003801 – No project is planned.
#345 Old Gettysburg Pike Bridge (York Lead) #66720108833345 – This bridge was built in 2015.

York/Adams
York County jointly owns two bridges with Adams County. York County has the lead on one and
Adams has the lead on the other bridge. An official agreement between both counties for the
management responsibilities of these bridges should be explored. York and Adams County
should have discussions on the bridges annually to determine if any actions are needed for
future funding years.
#158 Beaver Creek Rd Bridge (York Lead) BMS #66722304663158 – No planned projects.
However, the last bridge inspection report had a recommendation for replacement of bridge.
#156 Jacobs Mill Road Bridge (Adams Lead) BMS #01720805553043 – No planned projects.

Special Plans
Special Plan bridges are shown with an asterisk in the bridge priority group. Bridges are noted as having
special plans when there are factors about a particular bridge for which the County has already or is
pursuing some sort of mitigation. These factors could include extremely low traffic volume, geographic
location, optimal network connectivity, and others. The details for each bridge are given below.
1. Pleasant Acres Road Bridge #270 over Norfolk Southern: The original concept was to remove
Pleasant Acres Rd bridge if Davies Drive received approval for an at-grade rail crossing with
Norfolk Southern to the immediate west of Pleasant Acres Rd bridge. In 2009 the PUC
denied instant access and directed Springettsbury Township and Norfolk Southern to work
out details. An agreement between both parties was not reached at that time. In 2017 a
Transportation Connectivity Study was completed for Pleasant Acres Rd Bridge, the
outcome of this study was that a connection was needed in the area. In June of 2018 a
public open house was held to show several options for Pleasant Acres Rd Bridge. The most
favorable option was the connection of Davies Drive between Heindel Road and Market
Street. Also during this time period the structural condition of the Adjacent Box Beam bridge
has significantly deteriorated. Currently the bridge is in poor condition and in 2018 was load
posted for 8 tons, essentially prohibiting all emergency response vehicles except ambulance
and police patrol cars from using the bridge. Concurrently with the study and public open
house, Springettsbury Township is pursuing the at-grade crossing at Davies drive once again
with Norfolk Southern and the PUC. All stakeholders are in agreement to wait and see if
Springettsbury Township is successful with the PUC. Final determination on the future of
Pleasant Acres Rd Bridge will be made either by the PUC decision or the bridge condition.

2. Bishop Road Bridge #249 over the Yellow Breeches: On February 7, 2018 the York County
Board of Commissioners signed Resolution 2018-07 for Bishop Rd Bridge. This resolution
states that a Bridge Closure and Removal Study was completed jointly by Cumberland
County and York County Planning Commission’s and the findings of this study supported
closure if a secondary access was provided. Cumberland County and Messiah College have
agreed to build an emergency only access road on Messiahs College property.
Cumberland/York County Commissioners have agreed to the future bridge closure of Bishop
Road Bridge once the interim secondary access road is built and will coordinate with
PennDOT to market the bridge to potential new owners. The bridge will be closed when
repairs are needed in the future.

3. Fishing Creek Road Bridge #53: This is a County-owned bridge that serves land owned by
Safe Harbor and Power Company. Currently there are two buildings on this leased land. The
current ADT using this bridge was 18 in 2018. The continued investment of County liquid
fuel funds was evaluated and discussions have started with Lower Windsor Township and
Safe Harbor and Power Company to change ownership of bridge.

Non-Composite Adjacent Pre-stressed Concrete Box Beam Bridges
These bridges were introduced in the 1950s as an economical and efficient bridge solution. Over time,
issues arose as a result of oversights in the early design of these bridges and ultimately resulting in the
collapse of Lake View Drive Bridge in Washington County, PA in 2005. York County has 41 of this type of
bridge and with the new guidance from PennDOT, 52.5% of these bridges have had a weight posting
and/or a decrease in the weight posting. The York County stakeholders have decided to address on
average two-three bridges a year until they are all replaced and/or removed to ensure the safety of
these bridges.
The following is a list of bridges: #6 River Rd, #15 Woodbine Rd, #24 Garvine Mill Rd, #31 Muddy Creek
Rd, #34 Wheat Rd, #41 Cross Mill Rd, #43 Fulton School Rd, #45 Beaver St, #55 Forge Hill Rd, #65
Strickler School Rd, #67 Hill View Rd, #71 Eberts Ln, #81 West College Ave, #82 South Penn St, #95 Log
Rd, #98 Stine Hill Rd, #104 Hrebik Rd, #105 Stewartstown Rd, #106 Five Forks Rd, #107 Valley Rd, #114
Valley St, #122 Maple St, #131 Sunnyside Rd, #143 Brown Rd, #156 Jacob’s Mill Rd, #157 Jacob’s Mill Rd,
#166 School House Rd, #160 Lake Rd, #160A Lake Rd, #166 School House Rd, #177 Baker Rd, #181
Poplars Rd, #201 Eden Dr, #208 Boring Bridge Rd, #209 Bull Rd, #212 Squire Gratz, #227 Shippensburg
Rd, #231 Milford Green Rd, #237 Lost Hollow Rd, #238 Franklintown Rd, #247 North Grantham Rd, #270
Pleasant Acres Rd, #271 Cabin Creek Rd

Roadway Alignments
Given the nature of meandering streams throughout York County, this can sometimes lead to less-thanoptimal alignments of the roadways and bridges that cross them. A cursory review of the road alignment
at County bridge locations was completed. These documented locations will serve as a starting point for
discussions about coordinating county bridge projects with possible road realignments.
If a municipality wants to do a road realignment project at a county bridge project location, then
coordination between the two projects is best for all parties. Coordination could have some cost savings
as well as less disruption for residents.
The following is a list of bridges: #28 Kennedy Rd, #32 Muddy Creek Rd, #41 Cross Mill Rd, #56
Meisenhelder Rd, #98 Stine Hill Rd, #105 Stewartstown Rd, #122 Maple St, #123 Seitzville Rd, #131
Sunnyside Rd, #143 Brown Rd, #149 Pentland Rd, #158 Beaver Creek Rd, #160 Lake Rd, #181 Poplars Rd,
#187 Mill Creek Rd, #202 Red Mill Rd, #208 Boring Bridge Rd, #209 Bull Rd, #226 Hull Dr, #233 Bentz Mill
Rd, #235 Cabin Hollow Rd, #238 Franklintown Rd, #257 Sheepford Rd, #258 SlateHill Rd, #807
McCormick Rd

Hazard Mitigation
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) defines Hazard Mitigation as “any sustained action
taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to life and property from a hazard event. The primary
purpose of mitigation planning is to systemically identify policies, actions, and tools that can be used to
implement those actions.” The York County 2018 Hazard Mitigation Plan has identified 13 Countyowned bridges. The identified mitigation action is to replace these bridges. Three of these bridges are
currently listed as on PennDOT’s website of scour critical bridges.
The following is the list of bridges: #28 Kennedy Rd, #41 Cross Mill Rd, #42 Union Church Rd, #53 Fishing
Creek Rd, #89 Twin Arch Rd, #95 Log Rd, #123 Seitzville Rd, #143 Brown Rd, #157 Jacobs Mill Rd, #166
School House Rd, #213 Lisburn Rd, #247 N Granthem Rd, #272 Dorsey’s Ln

Process for Evaluating Need of a Bridge
The County has decided to evaluate the need of every county-owned bridge when a bridge is on the
horizon for replacement or major rehabilitation. The following chart shows the process.

Transportation Connectivity Evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation is to establish if the connection currently provided by the bridge is still
needed. Data items collected for the evaluation include; traffic counts, emergency services detour,
transit routes, sidewalks and residential/commercial access points. The evaluation is for the connection
only not the bridge itself. If the conclusion does support a connection, examples of support should be
included. In addition, the conclusion should identify alternatives that could make this connection. These
alternatives could include the following: replace bridge in same location, replace bridge at different
location, and consider new road connection instead of a bridge. If more than one alternative exists, a
second study will be performed to determine a cost benefit analysis for the alternatives.
When the evaluation is complete, send to the municipality/municipalities for review, if selecting
between alternatives a public meeting should be considered.
If the conclusion does not support a road connection, then the York County Planning Commission
completes a Closure and Removal Study.

Closure and Removal Study
Information obtained from the Transportation Connectivity Evaluation will be used in the study.
Additional information needed is a Bridge overview, Mobility – classification of roadway, is the current
need of the roadway impacted by the bridge, Growth Potential – current and future land use,
sewer/water availability, gross buildout based on current/future land use, and Emergency Response.
Also, Summary Options are listed with the pros and cons with each option as well as estimated costs for
each option. Discussion during the study should be coordinated with municipalities. When all the above
information is gathered a list of affected parcels should be chosen and agreed upon by the municipality
to invite for a public meeting. The study will be finalized after public input is gathered and delivered to
the York County Board of Commissioners for the Recommended Strategy for the bridge.
Transportation Connectivity Evaluations and Closure and Removal Studies are on file at the York County
Planning Commission Offices.

Financial Availability
As stated earlier in the plan, this document serves to inform the York County Board of Commissioners
about the financial need for County owned bridges. The need outlined in this document is not a budget
but rather a planning perspective of the financial outlook for the next 10 years. However, when possible
actual budget numbers were used to determine the financial availability for the bridges and represent
true cost verses reimbursement cost. These numbers come from the annual York County Bridge
Program budget that is drafted in the fall of the year. The financial availability table is in the appendix
and will be updated annually.
If expenditures exceeds revenue in the Financial Availability Table, steps will be taken to secure
additional funding. If additional funding is unavailable, alternative actions may occur such as no new
bridge replacements, temporary closing of bridges, reduce maintenance on bridges etc. Until funding
becomes available.

Expected Revenue
•

Liquid Fuel Funds – The Liquid Fuels Tax act 0f 1931 determines how York County
receives these funds. The amount the County receives is based on a formula established
in the Act. It is based on the ratio of a county’s average gas consumption in those years.
These funds are distributed twice a year through PennDOT Municipal Services in the
months of June and December.

•

Act 13 – Act 13 of 2012 established the Marcellus Legacy Fund that allocates a portion
of the Marcellus Shale Impact Fee to the Highway Bridge Improvements restricted
Account in the Motor License Fund. These funds are distributed to counties
proportionately based on population and are to be used to fund replacement or repair
of locally owned (county or municipal), at-risk, deteriorated bridges.

•

Act 89 – This money is the result of the Comprehensive Transportation Funding Plan. It
is additional money to the Liquid Fuels funds. The County saw an additional 60%
increase from the base allocation of liquid fuels funding. These funds are distributed
twice a year through PennDOT Municipal Service in the months of June and December
and are for the replacement and maintenance of county-owned bridges.

•

Local Use Fee – The Comprehensive Transportation Funding Plan (Act 89) gave Counties
an option to assess a $5 vehicle registration fee to generate additional revenue for
highway and bridge needs. On June 15, 2016 The York County Board of Commissioners
adopted Ordinance 2016-2 to impose a $5.00 fee for each and every non-exempt
vehicle registered to an address located within York County to be used for
transportation purposes assisting with the shortfall of funding necessary for continued
maintenance of County bridges, effective October 1, 2016

Expected Expenditures
•

Bridge Inspections – A bridge that is greater than 20ft in length must be inspected at
least once every two years. This is a federal requirement under the National Bridge
Inspection Standards. The County Commissioners pay for bridge inspections for County
and Municipal bridges that meet this requirement. The County receives 80% of the cost
for inspections back from the State. The funding table for the bridge inspections reflects
only the 20% cost.

•

UPWP – The Unified Planning Work Program is the responsibility of the County
Commissioners for the York Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (YAMPO). The day
to day task are handled for the Commissioners by the York County Planning Commission
(YCPC). A federal requirement of a 20% local match is connected to this money. The
County Commissioners and PennDOT each contribute approximately 10% for the local
match.

•

Bridge Counts – A four-year traffic count cycle was established for all bridges that the
County inspects. These counts are performed by the YCPC and are given to the County
Bridge Engineer to be submitted with the bridge inspection reports.

•

Bridge Maintenance – This line item is actually two different types of maintenance:
contractor and in-house. The bridge inspection reports determine the skill level that is
needed for maintenance.

•

Individual Bridges – When a bridge name appears in this table a commitment to start
the bridge has already been approved. In addition, if no cost is associated with the
bridge then the bridge is on the YAMPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and
is being fully funded by Federal and State dollars. The line item of “year with new bridge
start” is the process adopted during the original Bridge Plan of starting one new bridge a
year at a minimum.

•

Non-Composite Adjacent Pre-stressed Concrete Box Beam Bridges – These bridges were
introduced in the 1950s as an economical and efficient bridge solution. Over time, issues
arose as a result of oversights in the early design of these bridges and ultimately
resulting in the collapse of Lake View Drive Bridge in Washington County, PA in 2005.
York County has 41 of this type of bridge. These bridge types have been annotated in
the table.

Bridge Ranking
The County Bridge Engineer produces a bridge ranking annually for all county bridges. The purpose of
this ranking is for selection of bridges for replacement, rehabilitation and preventative maintenance
projects and will be used at the yearend for creating the next year budget.
The following is the criteria used for the ranking:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural Condition 50%
Estimated Service Life 20%
Load Posting 10%
Curb to Curb Width 5%
Annual Daily Traffic 10%
Detour Length 5%

York County Rail Trail Bridges
The County owns bridges along the York County Heritage Rail Trail; however, these bridges are not
included in this plan. Theses bridges fall under the York County Parks Department for funding and
maintenance responsibilities.
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York County Bridge Program Carryover Balance (From Previous Year)
Expected Revenue
Liquid Fuel
Act 13
Act 89
Interest
Fee for Local Use
Total
Expected Expenditures
Bridge Inspection
Bridge Program Management
UPWP Match
Bridge Counts
Vehicle
Bridge Maintenance
Mill Creek Bridge
Hull Drive Bridge
Bentz Mill Road Bridge
Bermudian Church Road Bridge
Valley St Bridge (adjacent box beam)

$

6,274,461.30 $
2019

4,536,715.79 $
2020

2,787,753.58 $
2021

2,504,502.74 $
2022

1,327,064.67 $
2023

1,348,369.22 $
2024

$
$
$
$
$
$

657,928.06
559,353.30
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
9,916,651.79

$
$
$
$
$
$

656,645.49
544,953.67
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
8,163,224.08

$
$
$
$
$
$

655,362.91
530,554.05
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
6,398,579.68

$
$
$
$
$
$

654,080.34
516,154.43
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
6,099,646.64

$
$
$
$
$
$

652,797.77
501,754.81
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
4,906,526.37

$
$
$
$
$
$

651,515.20
487,355.18
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
4,912,148.73

$
$
$
$
$
$

650,232.63
472,955.56
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
4,030,455.63

$
$
$
$
$
$

648,950.05
458,555.94
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
1,683,243.64

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

159,633.00
50,000.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

159,750.00
52,500.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

$
$
$
$

85,393.00
53,800.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

$
$
$
$

159,733.00
55,200.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

$
$
$
$

92,360.00
56,600.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

$
$
$
$

186,866.00
60,900.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

$
$
$
$

91,959.40
62,400.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

815,000.00

$

815,000.00

$

815,000.00

$

815,000.00

172,768.00
58,000.00
67,000.00
8,000.00
65,000.00
815,000.00

103,738.00
59,400.00
67,000.00
8,000.00

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

815,000.00

80,858.00
50,100.00
67,000.00
8,000.00
65,000.00
815,000.00

$
$
$
$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

815,000.00

$

815,000.00

$

815,000.00

(1,849,171.48) $
2026

$

80,000.00

$

1,288,500.00

$

828,000.00

$
$
$
$

538,125.00
723,137.50
399,750.00
165,500.00
266500

$
$

850,000.00
8,536.00

TIP
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

525,837.81
330,946.88
246,512.50
409,743.75
273,162.50
147,087.50

$
$
$
$

441,249.20
2,361,248.94
294,166.14
294,166.14

$
$
$
$
$
$

365,303.43
2,790,802.21
738,724.71
416,909.78
150,760.14
231,358.84

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,860,572.27
668,041.39
338,181.10
154,529.15
911,127.63
261,510.87
426,738.19

$
$
$
$
$

950,368.88
1,070,366.95
1,146,517.13
2,095,652.98
158,392.38

$
$

533,279.47
1,097,126.12

$

256,016.91

$

6,673,838.59

$

6,559,064.31

$

2,930,781.90

(4,990,594.94) $
2027

(8,032,926.33)
2028

647,667.48
444,156.31
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
(1,473,862.02)

645,102.34
429,756.69
353,334.13
50,000.00
2,021,575.00
(4,533,158.17)

$
$
$
$
$
$

TIP

Lehr Road Paving Spring Valley Park
Singer Rd Bridge
Boundary Ave
Baker Rd Bridge (adjacent box beam)
2017 Start Milford Green Rd Bridge (adjacent box beam)

$
$

2018 Start Slatehill Rd (Split 50% with CC)
Eichelberger Rd Bridge Removal
2018 Start Hrebik Rd Bridge (adjacent box beam)
2018 Start Stewartstown Rd Bridge (adjacent box beam)
2018 Start Squire Gratz Rd (adjacent box beam)
2018 Start West College Ave (adjacent box beam)
2019 Start N Grantham Rd (adjacent box beam): Split 5% local Share with CC)
2019 Start Forge Hill Rd (adjacent box beam)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2019 Start Muddy Creek Rd
2019 Log Rd (adjacent box beam)
2020 Start Pleasant Acres Rd (adjacent box beam)

482,358.32 $
2025

$

75,000.00
1,234,079.00
11,250.00
311,080.00
121,000.00
150,000.00
380,358.00
383,185.00
306,351.00
693,000.00
5,000.00
220,000.00
130,000.00
260,000.00

2020 Start Chestnut Grove Rd
2021 Start Meisenheider Rd
2021 Fulton School Rd (adjacent box beam)
2022 Lost Hollow Rd (adjacent box beam)
2022 Eden Rd (adjacent box beam)

$
$
$
$
$
$

65,850.00

1,531,811.25
339,220.55
409,756.88
1,005,839.00
236,915.94
153,995.36

2023 Red Mill Rd
2023 North Beaver St.
2024 School House Rd
2024 Cabin Hollow RD
2025 Maple St (adjacent box beam)
2025 Beaver St (adjacent box beam)
2026 Wheat Rd (adjacent box beam)
2026 Ebert's Lane (adjacent box beam)
2027 Franklin Rd (adjacent box beam)

TIP

$

337,214.84

$
$
$
$

543,075.94
682,156.37
286,991.35
603,785.65

Total

$

5,379,936.00

$

5,375,470.50

$

3,894,076.94

$

4,772,581.97

$

3,558,157.15

$

4,429,790.41

$

Revenue minus Expenditures

$

4,536,715.79

$

2,787,753.58

$

2,504,502.74

$

1,327,064.67

$

1,348,369.22

$

482,358.32

$

5,879,627.11

(1,849,171.48) $

(4,990,594.94) $

(8,032,926.33) $

(7,463,940.07)

